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Abstract

The approach of associating a machine-generated unique identi�er with every object in a biolog-
ical database (DB) is becoming increasingly popular in the bioinformatics community. Machine-
generated identi�ers (ids) within a given DB can be guaranteed to be unique, and can be more
stable than biological names. But an assumption of complete stability | that the binding
between an object and its single id will not change over time | is unrealistic. Both DBs and
our knowledge of the underlying biology are in constant ux because of data entry errors, ex-
perimental errors, and revisions of theory. Instability in the underlying objects implies that the
identi�ers must also be unstable. This paper proposes a series of di�erent models for managing
ids, each of which addresses shortcomings of the ability of the preceding approach to handle
identi�er instability. The models involve tracking object histories to record important events
such as merging, forking, and deletion of objects. In order to synchronize the use of ids to
provide links among databases, in order to ensure referential integrity, we propose a protocol
for transmitting news of object changes among related databases.

1 Introduction

The approach of associating a machine-generated unique identi�er with every object in a bio-
logical database (DB) is becoming increasingly popular in the bioinformatics community. For
a person to refer to a DB object, or for an object in one DB to refer to objects in another DB,
some sort of name for the object is required.

Biological names are in constant ux, and therefore do not provide a stable, nor necessarily
a unique, way of identifying a particular object. For example, Robbins presents examples of
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genes with identical names but di�erent functions across di�erent species[2]. Machine-generated
identi�ers (ids) within a given DB can be guaranteed to be unique, and can be more stable
than biological names.

Although most DB curators apparently believe in this model of identi�ers, the model as stated
in these simple terms is insu�cient. But an assumption of complete stability | that the
binding between an object and its single id will not change over time | is unrealistic. Both
DBs and our knowledge of the underlying biology are in constant ux because of data entry
errors, experimental errors, and revisions of theory. Instability in the underlying objects implies
that the identi�ers must also be unstable.

This essay addresses questions such as: What events a�ect id stability? In what ways are
objects (and ids) volatile? How should DBs track that volatility? What technical strategies,
and social conventions, will yield an acceptable system for identifying objects? Because of the
widespread use of identi�ers to serve as the foreign keys that establish links among DBs, it is
crucial to have a well-de�ned and robust semantics for ids. Most existing DBs use an extremely
simple model of ids that will cause increasing havoc in DB interoperation in the years to come,
because more and more links will point to nonexistent objects, or to the wrong objects.

We address the problem in stages. We propose a series of di�erent models for managing ids,
each of which addresses shortcomings of the preceding approach. This style of presentation
both illustrates the reasons for each design decision, and describes solutions that are of medium
strength and of medium di�culty to implement. We use a DB of E. coli genes as an example.

2 Stage 1: One Object = One Identi�er

What is an identi�er? We assume that an id is, in LISP terminology, a gensym. That is, an
id is simply a unique symbol that we can compare for equality with other ids. And, we often
cannot predict in advance how many ids we will need. Other than that, we do not care about
their internal form. The positive integers satisfy these conditions, for example.

At Stage 1 we assert that there exists a one-to-one mapping from objects to ids. No object
has more than one id mapped to it, and no id maps to more than one object. This mapping is
monotonically increasing in the sense that new id/object associations may be de�ned, but old
associations cannot change. When a new id is generated, we must verify that it has not already
been assigned to another object by a di�erent worker.

The question of how to assign new ids is nontrivial when DB collaborators are distributed
geographically. One approach is to designate a central clearinghouse: whenever a new object
is discovered it is transmitted to the clearinghouse, and an id is returned. The id is newly
generated if the object is not already known to the clearinghouse; otherwise, the existing id of
the existing object is returned.

The problem with the central clearinghouse approach is that it can cause delays and unreliabil-
ity. A di�erent approach is used to assign IP network numbers to computers on the Internet.
Di�erent institutions receive preallocated blocks of IP numbers that they may then allocate as
needed. To partition a �xed space of ids (such as 32-bit IP addresses) intelligently, we must be
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able to estimate in advance how many workers require a block of ids, and how many ids each
worker requires, based on an estimated rate of object creation. Since the number of E. coli
genes is relatively small, this approach would be quite workable. If 10 groups are working on
large-scale gene discovery in the laboratory or the literature, each group could be assigned, say,
1000 ids. (The PIR DB uses this approach, as does the Genbank/EMBL/DDBJ collaboration.)

As the number of potential workers grows, the preceding approach becomes less workable be-
cause it becomes less and less clear how to partition the space of ids. For example, it would be
di�cult to imagine using this approach to assign ids to Genbank direct submissions. In such
cases, if ids really must be assigned at submission time, the clearinghouse approach may be the
best one.

A problem with both approaches is that two groups might discover the same gene independently,
but assign di�erent ids to it.

3 Stage 2: Variable Numbers of Objects per Identi�er

The monotonic one-to-one association of objects with ids assumed by Stage 1 is too simplistic.
Biology changes over time in a variety of ways, and DBs must change with it. Stage 1 provided
for only the discovery of new objects. But in addition, biologists also discover that previously
known objects do not actually exist (they may have been experimental artifacts). Biologists
also discover that what had been thought to be two distinct objects are in fact one and the
same.

As an example of the nonexistence case, computer sequence analysis may have predicted an
ORF at a given location of the genome; that gene might be assigned a unique id. Later
experiments might reveal that this reading frame never generates any protein product and was
a �gment of the computer's imagination. Therefore, this object should be deleted from the DB
(one might argue that the DB entry should be kept to warn other researchers who also run
sequence-analysis programs about the existence of the ORF, but there are other reasons for
objects to be deleted from a DB). Its id should be retired in the sense that any programs that
later attempt to retrieve the object using that id should receive some type of error condition.
In addition, the id should never be reused, that is, it should never be assigned to a newly
discovered object.

As an example of object merging, consider a gene coding for a bifunctional enzyme. Histori-
cally, di�erent workers might have discovered di�erent mutants of the gene that had di�erent
phenotypes, and only later found that the two genes map to the same location and are in fact
one and the same. Consequently, we want only a single gene, not two genes, in the DB. But
since other DBs may use both of the old ids to reference the gene, we cannot invalidate either
id. We must relax the requirements of one id for one object, because now we require two ids to
map to the same object. (Again, neither id should be assigned to a new gene after the merge.)

Not only might objects merge over time, they might also split (or fork). In many cases, E.
coli has two enzymes with the same function, coded for by two di�erent genes. Historically, it
would probably take time for the separate identities of the two genes to emerge. Initially, the
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DB described only one gene. After the discovery that one DB entry must become two, which
of the external references to Gene-1 should be changed to point to Gene-2?

How can the administrators of other DBs discover which of their foreign ids are no longer valid?
Such dangling ids should be considered referential-integrity errors in those other DBs because
the ids reference objects that have been retired, merged, or forked.

The bioinformatics community would bene�t from the existence of a network protocol by which
DBs can communicate to inform one another of changes in object identity that cause violations
in referential integrity. A very simple protocol would allow one DB to interrogate another DB
as to the validity of a foreign id held by the former. A more complex incremental object news

protocol would allow more e�cient communication of such changes. The protocol could be used
in either a pull or a push mode, in the sense that a transaction could be initiated by either
the DB in which the changes occurred or the DB that contains the foreign ids. In any event,
such a protocol cannot be used unless the DB in which the changes occur maintains a time
stamped record of object changes. The protocol could be quite simple: one machine would ask,
\Tell me all object news since Tuesday," and the other DB would reply with a structured list
of all retired, merged, and forked objects. For merged and forked objects, the successor objects
would also be identi�ed.

Finally, consider the question of whether the database management system (DBMS) itself
should be sensitive to object volatility. If dangling foreign ids do exist in other DBs, a given DB
can expect to receive queries that reference retired, merged, or forked objects. For appropriate
error conditions to be returned, either the query processor, or all software that issues such
queries, must be sensitive to potential changes. In addition, when two objects merge, the
DBMS could transparently treat queries to the predecessor objects as queries to the successor
object.

4 Stage 3: Object Histories

Stage 2 began to acknowledge that objects have histories, but its model of histories was very
simple: objects are born, they die, they merge, and they fork. But other, less dramatic, events
occur in the life of a DB object. Experimental errors, and errors in data transcription, are
corrected. The calculations upon which certain object properties are based (such as a genomic
map position) are revised. These events alter the properties of an object, such as its sequence
or its recorded function.

Question: After such a change, do we have \the same object" or not? If the sequence of a gene
is changed, do we still have the same gene? Does the answer to that question depend on the
reason the sequence changed? I believe that there is no objective, context-independent answer
to these questions. From some perspective | for some end use | we do have the same object,
whereas from some other perspective we do not have the same object.

For example, a protein-sequence DB that references a gene-sequence DB is likely to want its
protein sequences to reference the exact gene sequence that encodes it. Imagine that P is the
protein product of a gene G. P1 is the object that represents P , and G1 is the object that
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represents G. The object P1 therefore contains a reference to G1. P1 and G1 reside in di�erent
DBs under the control of di�erent authorities.

Imagine that a typographical error in the sequence of G is detected, so the DB entry is corrected.
If G1 is modi�ed, the sequences of P1 and G1 are no longer consistent. Thus, we might create
a new object, G2, that is a successor version to G1. It must have a di�erent id than does G1,
so that P1 can still refer to G1. Fine.

Now consider a di�erent DB of gene map positions. An object in that DB, called M , records
the map position of G. M must point to the sequence of G, which it does by using the id of G1.
However, we do not care if M is in synch with some particular version of G | we simply want
M to point to the latest version of the sequence. When G2 is created, with a separate id, how
can we automatically ensure that M points to G2? Note the conict between these examples:
in the �rst case, assigning di�erent ids to di�erent versions of the same objects appears to be
the right thing to do, whereas in the second example it appears to be the wrong thing to do.

Finally, notice that the desired correspondence between versions in the gene/protein example
is based on a notion of consistency. A change in the sequence of one object but not the other
violates the desired consistency among their sequences. But changes to other object attributes
would not violate consistency. Changing the map position of G1 would not yield an object
incompatible with P1. Therefore, for this change, P1 should automatically be changed to point
to the new G.

5 Related Work

These issues have been addressed in various ways by designers of the largest molecular-biology
DBs. For example, GDB allows objects to be split, merged, and retired.1 In all cases, GDB
maintains the original object ID; an attribute of the object points to its successor object(s).

The PIR approach conceptually maps one object to one biological entity (as opposed to Gen-
bank, for example, where each entry corresponds to a scienti�c observation recorded in a pub-
lication or in a direct submission). PIR objects do not change unless our understanding of the
underlying biology changes, in which case the DB does allow objects to be merged, split, and
retired; the original objects are maintained within the DB but are marked as \inactive".

The Genbank designers use a similar approach; when objects are merged or split, the old
id(s) is retained as a \secondary" id(s) for the new object(s) [1]. NCBI employs an additional
mechanism to address the problems discussed in Section 4. Each Genbank entry actually has
two id numbers, called the accession number and the gi number. Whenever any change is made
to a Genbank sequence (because of experimental errors or typographical errors, for example),
a new version of that entry is created in Genbank, and the old version is maintained. The new
entry is given the same accession number as the old entry, but the new entry is given a new
gi number. Both entries point to one another using the gi number to represent the successor{
predecessor relationship between them. Queries to Genbank that specify an accession number
always retrieve the newest entry with that accession number. But queries can also specify a gi

1
See WWW URL http://gdbdoc.gdb.org/six/index/acc hist.html
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number. The latter approach is useful for other DBs that wish to refer to regions of a Genbank
sequence, because it guarantees that changes to a sequence will not alter the sequence region
de�ned by a gi/start/end tuple.

This policy is interesting because it allows both of the alternative behaviors discussed in Sec-
tion 4: the ability to point both to the newest version of an object, and to a speci�c version
of an object. Note, however, that only changes to the sequence of an entry are deemed to be
of su�cient importance to generate a new version. What about changes to other �elds of an
entry, such as the species, the feature table, or the functional description? In principle, other
DBs might want to synchronize their objects to speci�c Genbank entries whose other �elds are
also guaranteed not to change. Therefore, Genbank does not provide a solution to the general
problem. Finally, it would be interesting to know the e�ect of this policy on the overall size of
Genbank, i.e., how much bigger is Genbank as a result of this policy?

6 Conclusions

Only the major biological DBs address any of these complexities, and no DBs address all of
these complexities. It is noteworthy that the object history policies of most of the major
sequence DBs (GDB, Genbank, and PIR) were not published in the literature at the time of
this writing (in fairness of course, the Genbank policy is in press and the GDB policy is on the
World Wide Web). I urge the managers of existing DBs to document the semantics of their
ids more precisely, and to adopt a more complex model of ids when appropriate. Given the
proliferation of foreign ids, the development of a standard protocol for exchanging object news
should be a high priority, in order to keep DBs synchronized.

It appears to be an open question as to whether bioinformatics can provide a general answer to
the question of what types of modi�cations produce semantically new objects. Di�erent DBs
may choose di�erent approaches. However, the use of di�erent approaches may complicate DB
interconnections.
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